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THE ^-FUNCTIONAL FOR H" AND BMO IN THE POLY-DISK1

BJÖRN JAWERTH

Abstract. Peetre's A"-functional for the Hardy space Hp, 0 < p < +00, and the

space BMO of functions of bounded mean oscillation is explicitly characterized in

the case of a product of upper half-spaces.

1. Introduction. In this note we consider the AT-functional for the Hardy spaces

Hp, 0 < p < +00, and the space BMO of functions of bounded mean oscillation in

the case of a product of upper half-spaces. The main result in [J] is a characteriza-

tion of the ^-functional for Hp and BMO in R" in terms of a certain truncated

square function, and here we prove the analogous result in the product case. Our

proof is based on a refinement of some ideas in Chang-Fefferman [C-F] and uses a

Calderón-Zygmund type procedure where certain families of open sets play the role

of the dyadic cubes in the classical case.

Let us briefly recall some relevant facts and definitions (see [C-F and B-L] for

more details):

In what follows we shall, for simplicity, work with the domain R2+X R2+ and its

distinguished boundary R2. Points in R2+x R2+ are denoted by (y,t) where )6R2

and t = (/,, t2), tx, t2 > 0. The notation y(u) is reserved for an even, real-valued,

C°°(R) function with support in [-1,1] and such that

for sufficiently large m to be specified. Given such a <p, we let <b,(y) =

(P(y\/t\)tf'(y2/t2)/hl2- If / is a tempered distribution, we put f(y, t) = f * <£>,( v),

and define the double square function Sf by

SfM-ifl    |/(,,,)f**£f,
\JJnx) t\t\ j

x = (x,, x2) g R2. Here T(x) denotes the product cone

r(x) = r(x1)xr(x2) = {(y,t)-. |x, -yi\< tl,\x2-y2\< t2).
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If m ~ (1/p - 1)+, the Hardy space H"(R2+X R2+), 0 < p < + oo, can be defined

(modulo a normalization) as the set of tempered distributions / such that

ll/llw HIS/lk'tR2) <   + °°.

Now let R t denote the rectangle centered at y with dimensions t1 X t2. With

each open set ß c R2 we associate the Carleson region C(ß) = {(y, t): R , c!i).

The space BMO(R2+x R2+) of functions of bounded mean oscillation is the set of all

tempered distributions / (modulo a suitable class j</ of distributions with Fourier-

transforms supported on the coordinates axes) such that

/ 1   /•/•./      x,a     dt,dt2\1/2
II/IIbmo = sup \7çr, \f(y,t)\dy——

a    \ l"l •/-'C(S2) íií2'C(ß) «1'2

According to Chang-Fefferman [C-F], BMO(R2+x R2+) can be identified with the

dual of H\R2+X R2+). Moreover,

(Li) II/IU)-HI/IIbmo-
Finally, we write down the definition of Peetre's A^-functional for the couple

(Hp,BMO), 0 <p < +oo:

K(t, f; H", BMO) =   _inf   max(||/0||„„ ¿H/JUc)

defined for / g H" + BMO and t > 0.

2. Some auxiliary facts. A countable family 0 = {ß,} of open sets ß, C R2 of

finite measure is called directed if either |ß, n ß -| = 0, ß, c ßy or ßy c ß( whenever

ß,, ß • g C. With such a family 0 we associate the maximal operator Ma defined by

MJ(x)= supy^-/  \f(y)\dy,       Q,eß,

whenever x G U,ß,, Mcif(x) = 0 otherwise. In a standard fashion, it follows that

M0 is of weak-type (1,1) and bounded on Lp, 1 < p < + oo:

(2.1) t\{Mef>t}\<\\f\\l},

(2.2) ll^/IL^^II/lli.'.       l<p<+o>.

We also introduce the corresponding "local maximal operators" MaJS, 0 < a < 1,

defined by

Ma,0f(x)= supinf{^: \{yeQ,: |/( v) | > A) \ < a|ß,.|),        Q, G 0,

cf. [J-T]. (In particular, when a = j. Ma 0f(x) is the supremum of the median-

values of / over the sets Q¡ containing x.) Observing that {Ma gf > t] = {Mex \¡\ >,

> a}, (2.1) gives us

Lemma 2.1. Let 0 < a < 1. // 6 is a directed family of open sets, then

\{Ma,0f>t)\^\{\f\>t}\/a,        t>0.
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Let ß c R2 be an'open set and let Ta(x), x g R2, denote the truncated cone

ra(x) = [(y, t) G R2+x R2+: |x,. - y,\ < t„ i = 1,2, and \Ry¡, n Q| > îk\Ry,,\}.

Following Chang-Fefferman [C-F], we put

VW-(//(.,„ I/O.OI1* 2̂,2
1*2

(Recall that f(y, t) is a convolution, /* <S>,(y); notice, however, that very little of

the argument below uses this fact.) If 0 = ( ß,} is a directed family of open sets, the

"local square functions" Sa 0,O < a < 1, are defined by

S„,ff/(x) = sup MÍA: \{ye Û,: SQif(y) > A}\< «|qA       ß,. g 0.
xeQ¡

The particular value of a is not important; the main reason for introducing it is that

it makes it easier to express the subadditivity property

(2.3) $,.*(/ + g)(x) < 2{Sa/2t0f(x) + Sa/2^g(x)).

Clearly, Sa 0f < Ma 0(Sf). Hence, by Lemma 2.1 and the definition of Hp,

(2-4) IIS.yll^cJ/H*,,       0<p<+oo.

On the other hand, by Chebyshev's inequality,

\{y e ß,.: Saf > A} | < / S0//( yf dy/A2
a,

<«//      \f(z,t)Uzd^/A2,
J Jc(ù,) n'a

where U¡ = {M\a > Too} and M is the strong maximal operator. If /G BMO, this

is less than

c||/||BMo|ß,.|/^2<c||/||BMo|ß,.|/^2

by the strong maximal theorem. Hence, when A2 > c||/||BMO/a we have \{y G ß,:

SQf(y) > A}\ < a|ß,|, and consequently,

(2-5) I|S«.«/IL-<cJ|/||bmo.

Now select, once and for all, a family {Ok} k 6 z of open sets Ok c R2 of finite

measure with the following properties:

(2.6)        \JOk = R2,    fK={0},    Ktl>i}cOt,       fc€Z.
/t A:

Let ß* = Oa \ Ok+l and let

áP* = {all dyadic rectangles R suchthat \R n O J > \\R\, \R n 0*+1|< i|Ä|},

k eZ.

Observe that each dyadic rectangle belongs to exactly one !%k.
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We will need the following simple lemma.

Lemma 2.2. IfR g &k, then \R n ük\ > \\R\.

Proof. There are two possibilities: either  \R n Ok + 1\ > j\R\ or  \R n Ok+l\

< \\R\. In the first case, R c { Mx0i+l > \) cz Ok by (2.6). Hence,

\R n Qk\ >\R n ok\ -\R n Ok+1\ >\R\ - $\R\& $\R\

since R g áPfc. Similarly, in the second case,

|ä n Qk\ >\R n o,| -|* n oi+t| > }|*| - }|*| = \\R\.

This proves the lemma.

3. The main result. We are now ready to state our main result.

Theorem 3.1. Let 0 < p < +oo and 0 < a < 1. for each directed family 6 of

open sets

K(t,SaJ; Lp, L00) < caK(t,f; ff'.BMO),       < > 0.

Conversely, for each f there is a directed family 0=0, such that

K(t, f;H", BMO) < ca¡pK(t, Sa^f; L", L«),       t > 0.

Proof. The first part follows immediately from (2.3)-(2.5).

Now recall that K(t,f;Lp,L°°)/t is the inverse of the best approximation

functional

E(t,f;Lp,L~)/t =     inf    \\f - fx\\L,/t,
ll/illt-«

and similarly for Hp and BMO (see [B-L, J-T]). Furthermore, it is easy to see that

E(t,f;Lp,L°°)z= (f\f\>i\f\p)l/p- Hence, to prove the second converse part it is

enough to show that there is a family 6 = 6f such that

(3.1) E(t, f; H?,BMO) <c if \Sa ef
\JSa,ef>t/c

for some constant c. By reiteration, it will be enough to do this for 0 < p < 1.

Let us first consider the construction of the directed family 0. Let {Ok } be the

family satisfying (2.6) that we selected earlier. 6= {ß,/}, k g Z, / g N, will be

derived from { Ok } by an inductive argument:

We start by fixing k G Z. To get the induction started we define ß, 0 = ß, =

Ok\Ok+l. Suppose Qk0,...,Çtkl_1 have been chosen and put

AkJ_x = m{A: \{x g ß,^: Sük/J(x) >A}\< «IQ*,,^}.

Then

0*/- {xGQk,l-i'.Sakl_J(x)>Akil_1}.

We repeat this process for each k. The sets ß,, obtained in this way satisfy

Qkl c ßA ,_j, and since the sets ß, = ß, 0 are pairwise disjoint, 0= {ük¡} is a

directed family. Also, Sa af G Lp + L°° imphes that

(3.2) |Û*,l<«|Q*,/-il-

i/p
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For k g Z, / g N we now define

«w- {Äe^:|ÄnÖw| > Af|Ä|,|ÄnOti/+1| < ifelÄl}.

By Lemma 2.2 it follows that in this way each dyadic rectangle R belongs to a

unique &kl. If R = / X /, we put Ä + = ((y, t) g R2+x R2+: y e R, 2\I\ < tx < 4\I\,

2\J\< t2< 4\J\) and B+kl = \JR^kR\

The almost optimal decomposition of / = f0 + /, required to prove (3.1) is given

by

/o-E  E   ///(;.0»,(*.^)*^-E  E *«,

where L(fc) = L(k,t)= {l: üklcz {Sa0f> /}},and

/i-L   E   Jlf(y,t)^Áx-y)dy^^Tl   £   6W
A   ItL(k)  Bk+, 12 *   imL(k)

(with convergence in A/"/a). Notice that, for each &, L(Ac) is either empty or there

is a unique l(k) such that Qkl cz {Sa 0f > t) ïî I ^ l(k).

By checking Fourier transforms it follows that / = fQ + fx (in ¿f"/a). Hence, to

prove (3.1) we need to verify that

(3-3) ll/oC<c/ \Sa,cf\P

and

(3-4) ll/illBMo<rt.
We claim that for each k and I bk, is a p-atom (in the sense of [C-F]) after the

appropriate normalization cbk,(x)/sapxea ^Q Sa 0f(x) | ß^l1^. This would im-

ply that

II   /   Ir" Y^ V Il L.       "P
II /o II w ** L   L   \\bkl II H'

k   leL(k)

<c£    £    (       sup       Sa0f(x))
L      /cf/l.\'   rPfi.Afi.    ... '

P

Iß,
Ar   leL(k) v xeak,\QkJ+1

By (3.2),

|ö*/l < c|öJk/\0*./+il = c Q*/\ U aAm

m> I

since ßÄm c Q¿ /+i if m > /. Also notice that Sa ef(x) is an elementary function

which is constant on Qkl\ ß*,/+i. Hence,

H/oC<^E E / s.t9f(x)'dx
k   IsL(k)    ßt/\Um>/ßim

<*E/ W(*)' dx
k  J{Sa.ef>')'

= cf S  ef(x)Pdx,
J{Sa,ef>t)

and this would prove (3.3).
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The argument needed to verify our claim is essentially the same as that in [C-F2,

J-T2] to which we refer for more details.

The main step is to show that

(3.5) IIV.IL>«c       sup      Sa,0f(x)\ûkl\l/1.
x(=Qki\Qk ,+ 1

To see this we pick g g L2(R2) and put

"m = Uklm =   {MXakl >   TOö}   nßAm\ßA,m+l-

By Cauchy-Schwarz and the fact that

E |{* e «»: \xi-yA < h, i = 1,2} \/tlt2 > c

when (y, t) g Bkl, we have

dtldt2
fbkl(x)g(x) dx=  i f   bkl(y, t)g(y, t) dy^f
j j   jb+ txt

<CE / SçlJ(x)Sçlkmg(x)dx.
m</   «,

The way in which the sets ükl were defined implies that this is less than

cf SaClf(x)Sg(x)dx^c      sup      Sae)f(x)
,/u„,<,wm x<=ak,\akJ+1

U«.
!</

1/2

\Sg\

« c
1/2

\gU2sup       Sa ef(x)   (J co„
xeQk,\Qk i+l m</

Now (3.5) readily follows since Um</wm c {A/xn l > m] n ^a\^a,/+i and, hence,

by the strong maximal theorem |Um</ <*>J1/2 < c\Úkl\l/2.

There remains to prove (3.4). Proceeding as in the proof of (3.5) we find that

(3-6) <g,/i> < cf SaC!f(x)Sg(x)dx < c/||g||ffi,
Js..ef<t

for each Schwartz function g such that the support of g has a positive distance to

the coordinate axes. This means that /, defines a linear functional on H1 and, by

(1.1), ||/i||bmo < ct- This completes the proof of (3.4) and the theorem.

Suppose / g ¡S" /a. and let 6 = 0f be the directed family of open sets constructed

in the proof above.

Corollary 3.2. Let 0 < a < 1. Then

(3-7) H/IU* H-WIU       0<p<+oo,
and

(3-8) II/IIbmoHIWIL-.

Proof. By referring to (2.4) and (2.5) we take care of one way. To show the

converse inequalities, we first consider (3.7) in the case 0 < p < 1: The proof of (3.3)

shows that if Sa cf 6i;, then / has an atomic decomposition into p-atoms. Hence,

\ffP < c\\SaClf\\Lp. Formally this corresponds to t = 0 in (3.3).
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The proof of (3.6) on the other hand shows that

(g,/> < cf Sa^f(x)Sg(x)dx < c\\Sa<ef\\L,\\g\\L>,

1 < p < + oo. This readily gives us (3.7) for 1 < p < + oo.

The inequality ||/||Bmo < c\\Sa,c>f\\L°° follows in a similar way. At least formally it

is obtained by replacing /, by / and by putting f = oo in (3.6).

Combining Theorem 3.1 and (3.7) we obtain the following characterization, due to

K. C. Lin [L], of the real interpolation spaces between Hp and BMO:

Corollary 3.3. Let 0 <p0 < +00 and 0 < 9 < 1. Then (HPo,BMO)ep =

Hp/s/, 1/p = (1 - 0)/p0, with equivalent (quasi-) norms.
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